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ABSTRACT
The action for a Galilean superstring is found from a non-relativistic limit of the
closed Green-Schwarz (GS) superstring; it has zero tension and provides an example of
a massless super-Galilean system A Wess-Zumino term leads to a topological central
charge in the Galilean supersymmetry algebra, such that unitarity requires a upper
bound on the total momentum. This Galilean-invariant bound, which is also implied
by the classical phase-space constraints, is saturated by solutions of the superstring
equations of motion that half-preserve supersymmetry. We discuss briefly the extension
to the Galilean supermembrane.
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1 Introduction
The non-relativistic limit of relativistic particle mechanics is a limit in which all ve-
locities become negligible when compared to c, the speed of light. Formally, this can
be viewed as a limit in which c →∞ but in other contexts there may be several such
limits, according to what is kept fixed as c → ∞. One context in which different
non-relativistic limits are possible is the mechanics of extended objects. In this paper
we focus on the non-relativistic limit of a closed relativistic string.
One non-relativistic limit was described in [1–5]; it is a limit in which a small piece
of the string worldsheet becomes a (1 + 1)-dimensional Minkowski vacuum for small
fluctuations of the string. This is a special case of a limit applying to a relativistic
p-brane that reduces to the usual low-velocity limit for p = 0, whereas only transverse
velocities are assumed small for p > 0. This was called the “field-theory” limit in [6]
since small fluctuations of the Minkowski “brane vacuum” still travel at the speed of
light within the brane.
Recently, a different non-relativistic limit was described [7]. It applies for any p > 0
but here we restrict to p = 1 except for some concluding remarks. The starting point
is the Nambu-Goto (NG) string of tension T . For simplicity, we assume here that the
string is closed and of unit parameter length. For Minkowski coordinates X = (ct,x),
and including all factors of c, the action is
SNG = −(T/c)
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
√
(X˙ ·X ′)2 − X˙2X ′2 . (1.1)
As usual, an overdot indicates a partial derivative with respect to worldsheet time τ and
a prime indicates a partial derivative with respect to the string coordinate σ ∼ σ + 1.
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Taking the c→∞ limit yields what we shall call here the “Galilean string” action:
S = −T
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
√
|t˙x′ − t′x˙|2 . (1.2)
As c has dimensions of velocity, the c→∞ limit should be viewed as one for which
some other velocity v is held fixed, in which case the limit is one for which v/c → 0,
but what is this other velocity v? We answer this question below, but we mention here
that there is an alternative way to understand the Galilean limit, which was adopted
in [7]. One first rescales t → ωt, where ω is dimensionless. After this rescaling, the
dependence of the NG action on c and T is replaced by a dependence on ωc and
ωT = T˜ , so the limit ω → ∞ for fixed T˜ yields the above Galilean string action but
with T˜ replacing T .
The phase-space form of the Galilean string action is [7]
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙ · p− t˙E − µ [x′ · p− t′E]−
1
2
λ
[
|p|2 − (T t′)2
]}
, (1.3)
where µ and λ are two Lagrange multipliers for the two phase-space constraints associ-
ated with invariance under worldsheet reparametrizations. The equivalence with (1.2)
may be verified by first eliminating p by its equation of motion and then eliminating
(E, µ) by the (µ,E) equations of motion. This leads to an action with Lagrangian den-
sity 1
2
[|t˙x′− t′x˙|2/(λt′2) + λ(T t′)2]. Varying with respect to λ now yields two solutions
for λ, which differ by a sign, and back-substitution yields (1.2) if we allow T to have
either sign.
The phase-space action (1.3) is Galilean invariant with Noether charges
H =
∮
dσ E , P =
∮
dσ p , B =
∮
dσ tp , J =
∮
dσ x× p . (1.4)
The Poisson bracket algebra of these charges is the Galilean algebra. A comparison
with the algebra of Galilean charges for the standard non-relativistic point particle is
instructive: in that case the particle’s mass appears as a central charge in the Poisson
bracket of P with B, thereby enlarging the Galilei algebra to the Bargmann algebra.
There is no such central charge in the Galilean string algebra, so the Galilean string is
an example of a “massless Galilean system” [8–10].
The Galilean algebra spanned by the Noether charges (1.4) is a subalgebra of the
algebra spanned by those functions f(t, E;x,p) for which
{f, ϕ}PB ∝ ϕ , ϕ := |p|
2 − (T t′)2 . (1.5)
In other words, the full symmetry algebra is the subalgebra of the algebra of symplectic
difeomorphisms that preserves the constraint ϕ = 0 that is imposed by the Lagrange
multiplier λ. This is an infinite dimensional algebra that contains the (still infinite-
dimensional) subalgebra of “point-transformations” studied in [7].
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The phase-space action of the Galilean string makes it apparent that the worldline-
time reparametrization invariance cannot be fixed by the gauge choice t(τ, σ) ∝ τ ,
as would have been possible prior to the Galilean limit. However, we can fix the σ-
reparametrization invariance by the gauge choice t ∝ σ, although the global validity of
this choice for a closed string requires a periodic identification of t. We shall assume
this and choose time units such that
t ∼ t+ 1 . (1.6)
This does not mean that our starting point should have been the NG string in a
Minkowki space subject to periodic identification of the Minkowski time coordinate
x0 = ct because a finite period for t becomes an infinite period for x0 when c →
∞. Rather, the possibility of a periodic identification of t, without violation of boost
invariance, arises after the c→∞ limit has been taken; this is a feature of the Galilean
string that is absent from the NG string. Once this identification is made, we have the
integer topological charge
n =
∮
dσ t′ , (1.7)
which is the winding number of the map from the string to the t-circle. For the choice
n = 1, which we will assume for most of what follows, we may choose the gauge
t(τ, σ) = σ . (1.8)
We may now solve the constraint imposed by µ for E, with the result that E = x′ · p.
This formula is relevant to Noether charge H but it is not needed for the action, which
becomes
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙ · p−
1
2
λ
(
|p|2 − (nT )2
)}
. (1.9)
The remaining constraint, due to time-reparametrization invariance, imposes an upper
bound on the magnitude of the total 3-momentum P. In fact, this bound is already a
consequence of the time-reparametrization constraint prior to any gauge fixing: inte-
gration of it yields
T 2
∮
dσ t′2 =
∮
dσ|p|2 ≥ |P|2 , (1.10)
where the inequality, which holds for any choice of t(σ), follows from positivity of∮
dσ|p−P|2. We get the strongest bound, for given string winding number n, by
minimizing
∮
dσ t′2, and positivity of
∮
dσ(t′ − n)2 implies that this minimum is n2,
realized when t′ = n. For n = 1 this yields the bound
|P|2 ≤ T 2 (n = 1). (1.11)
This bound is saturated when p(σ) = P for a string parametrization such that t′ = 1.
The bound is boost invariant because, as mentioned above, P has zero Poisson bracket
with the boost generator B.
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The action (1.9) is still invariant under reparametrizations of worldsheet time. At
least locally, this allows us to identify one of the space coordinates with τ , and we may
then choose the unit of length such that
n · x = τ , (1.12)
for some unit space vector n. This gauge choice is legitimate provided n · p 6= 0, and
given this we may solve the remaining constraint for n · p. This yields the physical
phase-space action
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙⊥ · p⊥ − T
√
1− T−2|p⊥|2
}
, (1.13)
where x⊥ are the coordinates of the “tranvserse” space; i.e. n · x⊥ ≡ 0. Although
this action does not involve σ-derivatives, the Noether charge H does; in terms of the
physical phase-space variables it is
H =
∮
dσ x′⊥ · p⊥ . (1.14)
Although H plays the role of energy with respect to Galilean boosts, it is not bounded
from either below or above, and although −n·P is the energy for the mechanical system
with action (1.13), it is not invariant under the full rotation group. The concept of
“energy” is therefore problematic for the Galilean string.
Because the Hamiltonian density of the action (1.13) is independent of x⊥, each
string element moves independently of adjacent string elements. In this respect, the
Galilean string is similar to the tensionless limit of the NG string, hence the “non-
vibrating” terminology of [7]. In fact, as mentioned above, the Galilean string is
tensionless. Another way to see this is by comparison of its physical-gauge equation
of motion x¨⊥ = 0 with the equation for small-amplitude transverse waves on an ideal
string of tension T and (non-kinetic) energy density E :
x¨⊥ = v
2x′⊥
′ , (v/c)2 = T/E . (1.15)
Causality requires v ≤ c, which is saturated by a NG string because in this case
T = E = T . Although T is the tension of the NG string, it could equally well be
called the energy density, and that is how it should be interpreted in the c→∞ limit
that leads to the Galilean string. In this limit, T = E is held fixed, so T → 0 is
equivalent to a v/c→ 0 limit where v is the velocity of transverse waves on the string
(for the rescaling limit used in [7] the rescaled tension T˜ should be interpreted as the
energy density E ). This zero tension limit is very different from the limit that yields
the relativistic tensionless string; in that case the tension remains equal to the energy
density and both go to zero such that each string element moves independently at the
speed of light, which remains finite.
Another unusual feature of the Galilean string is that the Hamiltonian density of the
physical phase-space action (1.13) is bounded not only from below (by zero for positive
4
T ) but also from above. Moreover, transverse momentum contributes negatively to it
(for positive T ) such that the upper bound is saturated when the transverse momentum
density is zero. We could arrange for transverse momentum to contribute positively
by choosing T to be negative; the Hamiltonian density is then negative but bounded
from below, such that it becomes non-negative if we add to it the constant |T |. It may
be that it makes more physical sense to suppose that T is negative, but the sign of T
will not be of importance to the results of this paper, so we pass over this issue. The
reader may assume, unless stated otherwise, that T is positive.
Our main goal here is to present the extension of the Galilean string to the Galilean
superstring, which is a non-relativistic limit of the manifestly Lorentz-invariant Green-
Schwarz (GS) superstring [11]. We recall that the GS action is the sum of two terms.
One is a straightforward supersymmetric extension of the NG string, a “super-NG”
term. The other can be interpreted as a super-Galilean invariant Wess-Zumino term
for the supertranslation subgroup [12], and the relative coefficient is such that the
action has a fermionic gauge invariance (“κ-symmetry”) allowing half of the fermionic
variables to be “gauged away”; i.e. only half of the spacetime-spinor worldsheet fields
are physical [11]. Here we show that the c→∞ limit yields a Galilean superstring with
similar features. This is also true of the “non-relativistic superstring” described in [3,5],
but the points of similarity are significantly different from the Galilean superstring.
The analog of the “super-NG” term in the GS action is a super-Galilei invariant
extension of the Galilei string action (1.2), where the super-Galilei algebra is such that
a commutator of two supersymmetry transformations is a space translation. The WZ
term of the GS action becomes a WZ term for the super-translation subgroup of the
super-Galilei group, and it leads to a modification of the supersymmetry algebra by
a topological charge, which is the product of T with the winding number n. This
is analogous to the situation for the GS superstring [13], but simpler because the
topological charge of the super-Galilei algebra is a central charge. This central charge
is crucial to unitarity of the quantum theory because it leads to the conclusion that the
super-Galilei algebra of quantum Noether charges is compatible with the absence of
negative-norm states as a consequence of the classical bound (1.11). Moreover, bosonic
solutions of the Galilean superstring equations that saturate this bound preserve half
of the Galilean supersymmetry.
We present both general argument for these results, and a verification of them by
a direct computation of the Poisson brackets of the Galilean supersymmetry Noether
charges in a physical gauge; the action in this gauge is a Galilean supersymmetric
extension of the action (1.13). We also describe the special features of supersymmetric
solutions of the Galilean superstring equations of motion in the context of a discussion
of generic solutions.
We summarize our results in the conclusions and briefly discuss some aspects of
their extension to a Galilean super-p-brane for p > 1.
5
2 Galilean superstring
Our starting point is now the GS superstring, which exists for spacetime dimensions
D = 3, 4, 6, 10 and in versions with N = 1 and N = 2 spacetime supersymmetry.
Here we shall choose D = 4 and N = 1, and leave a brief discussion of other cases
to the conclusions. For our case, the GS superstring involves an additional worldsheet
field θ that is an anticommuting four-component spacetime Majorana spinor. We will
assume that the Dirac matrices (Γ0,Γ) are real, in which case Majorana spinors are
real and the Dirac conjugate of θ equals its Majorana conjugate, which is
θ¯ = θTΓ0 . (2.1)
The Poincare´ invariant NG string action is converted into a super-Poincare´ invariant
action by the replacement of the one-forms cdt and dx by, respectively,
π0 = cdt+ iθ¯Γ0θ , pi = dx+ iθ¯Γθ . (2.2)
In the c→∞ limit this yields the Lagrangian density
LsNG = −T
√
|t˙piσ − t′piτ |2 , (2.3)
where piτ and piσ are the components of the pullback of pi to the worldsheet. The
WZ term in the GS action is constructed from the super-Poincare´ invariant superspace
3-form [12]
(T/c)πmid¯θΓmdθ = − d
[
Tdt iθ¯Γ0dθ
]
+ O(1/c) . (2.4)
In the c→∞ limit this yields the Lagrangian density
LWZ = −T
(
t˙ iθ¯Γ0θ
′ − t′ iθ¯Γ0θ˙
)
. (2.5)
Adding these two contributions and integrating over the worldsheet, we arrive at the
Galilean superstring action
S = −T
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{√
|t˙piσ − t′piτ |2 +
(
t˙θ¯Γ0θ
′ − t′θ¯Γ0θ˙
)}
. (2.6)
It is a consequence of this construction that θ is still, formally at least, a spinor of
the Lorentz group, even though it transforms only under the rotation subgroup in the
Galilean limit. In this notation, the Galilean supersymmetry transformations are
δǫθ = ǫ , δǫx = −iǫ¯Γθ , δǫt = 0 . (2.7)
These transformations are the c→∞ limit of the standard relativistic supersymmetry
transformations if this limit is taken for fixed parameter ǫ, and they make it clear that
the Galilean supersymmetry algebra is one for which the commutator of two super-
symmetry transformations is a space translation, rather than a spacetime translation.
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As an aside, we mention here that any attempt to scale θ in the limit that c→∞
leads either back to the “bosonic” Galilean string or introduces terms that blow up
as c → ∞, without any obvious means of removing them. Additionally, the option of
scaling different components of θ differently (which was crucial to the results of [3])
does not arise here because this would necessarily break the rotational invariance that is
otherwise preserved by the c→∞ limit. This fact is also relevant to the Hamiltonian
formulation of the Galilean superstring, so we leave further comment on it until we
arrive at that topic.
2.1 Hamiltonian formulation and κ-symmetry
The phase-space action of the closed Galilean superstring is
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
piτ · p− t˙ε+ iT t
′θ¯Γ0θ˙ − µ [piσ · p− t
′E]−
1
2
λ
[
|p|2 − (T t′)2
]}
, (2.8)
where E is now related to the variable ε canonically conjugate to t by
E = ε− iT θ¯Γ0θ
′ . (2.9)
The equations of motion are
Dt = 0 , Dx+ iθ¯ΓDθ = λp , ∆Dθ = 0 ,
p˙ = (µp)′ , ε˙ = (µε+ iT θ¯Γ0Dθ)
′ , (2.10)
where
D = ∂τ − µ∂σ , (2.11)
and
∆ = Γ · p+ T t′Γ0 . (2.12)
An equivalent form of the Galilean superstring action is
S = Sbos +
∫
dτ
∮
dσ iθ¯∆Dθ , (2.13)
where Sbos is the “bosonic” action of (1.3). Notice that
∆2 = |p|2 − (T t′)2 , (2.14)
which is zero on-shell, by the time-reparametrization constraint. Thus, ∆ is not invert-
ible on the constraint surface. This is an indication of an additional fermionic gauge
invariance for which there is no corresponding constraint in the action (2.8).
This fermionic gauge invariance is a Galilean version of the “kappa-symmetry” of the
GS superstring. As in that case, the parameter κ is an anticommuting spacetime spinor
that depends arbitrarily on the worldsheet coordinates. The Galilean κ-symmetry
transformations are
δκx = iδκθ¯Γθ , δκε = iT
(
θ¯Γ0δκθ
)′
, (2.15)
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where
δκθ = ∆κ . (2.16)
These transformations imply that
δκpi = 2iδκθ¯Γdθ , δκE = −2iT δκθ¯Γ0θ
′ , (2.17)
and the action is invariant if we take the Lagrange multipler λ to have the transforma-
tion
δκλ = −4iκ¯Dθ . (2.18)
A corollary of κ-symmetry is that the putative orthosymplectic 2-form defined by
the action (2.8) is not invertible on the constraint surface, implying that this action
is not in Hamiltonian form, although this can be achieved by introducing a new anti-
commuting spinor variable canonically conjugate to θ (call it χ), and a new spinorial
constraint that allows its elimination. This “strictly-Hamiltonian” action is
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙ · p− t˙ε+ iχ¯θ˙
−µ [piσ · p− t
′E]−
1
2
λ
[
|p|2 − (T t′)2
]
− iξ¯Φ
}
, (2.19)
where ξ is a new anticommuting spinor Lagrange multiplier for the anticommuting
spinor constraint function
Φ = χ +∆θ . (2.20)
We may now read off Poisson brackets from this action, and then use them to compute
the Poison brackets of the constraints. One finds, in particular, that
{
Φ(σ), Φ¯(σ′)
}
PB
= −2i∆(σ)δ(σ − σ′) . (2.21)
As already mentioned, the matrix ∆ is not invertible on the constraint surface. In
fact, ∆ has half-maximal rank and hence two zero eigenvalues. This may be verified
directly by choosing a set of Dirac matrices (as we shall do later) but it can also be seen
from the observation that ∆ is formally a momentum-space Dirac operator with null
4-momentum (T t′,p) and hence has half-maximal rank. The spinor constraint Φ = 0
is therefore a mixture of two first-class constraints (which generate the κ-symmetry
gauge invariance) and two second-class constraints. This is similar to what happens in
the Hamiltonian formulation of superparticle mechanics [14, 15].
In principle, we could solve the second-class fermionic constraints to arrive at a
strictly Hamiltonian form of the action with only first-class constraints, but this is
useful only if it can be done while maintaining manifest covariance, which is possible
only if the first and second class fermionic constraints can be covariantly separated.
For the GS string it is well-known that no Lorentz covariant separation is possible. For
the non-relativistic “field-theory” limit, a separation consistent with the symmetries
preserved by that limit is possible (as follows from the result of [3] that κ-symmetry
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becomes “irreducible” in this limit). In contrast, the spinor constraint Φ = 0 of the
Galilean superstring cannot be covariantly separated into two first-class and two second-
class constraints, even though “covariance” now refers only to space rotations.
The reason for this is simple; the minimal Lorentz spinor θ remains irreducible as
a representation of the rotation subgroup of the Lorentz group. This is true in all the
dimensions for which the GS superstring exists. For the case in hand, we have a 4-
component real spinor, which is equivalent to a 2-component complex Sl(2;C) spinor.
With respect to the SU(2) subgroup, this becomes the intrinsically complex (albeit
pseudo-real) doublet of SU(2). Thus, despite the reduction in symmetry, the status
of Galilean string κ-symmetry is very similar to that of the GS superstring, and even
more similar to that of the (relativistic) massless superparticle [15].
3 The topological central charge
The Galilean transformations of the action (2.8) are
δt = a0 , δx = a+ vt+w× x,
δε = v · p , δp = w × p ,
δθ = −
1
2
w · Γγ∗θ , γ∗ ≡ Γ123 (3.1)
and we record here the corollary that
δθ¯ =
1
2
θ¯w · Γγ∗ , δpi = vdt+w× pi . (3.2)
The corresponding Noether charges are
H =
∮
dσ ε , P =
∮
dσ p , B =
∮
dσ tp ,
J =
∮
dσ
[
x× p−
i
2
θ¯∆Γγ∗θ
]
. (3.3)
The action (2.8) is also invariant under the supersymmetry transfomations
δǫθ = ǫ , δǫx = −iǫ¯Γθ , δǫε = iT ǫ¯Γ0θ
′ , (3.4)
for anticommuting spinor parameter ǫ. A corollary is that
δǫpi = 0 , δǫE = 0 . (3.5)
The supersymmetry Noether charge is
Q =
∮
dσ∆θ . (3.6)
These are the Noether charges, but what is their Poisson bracket (PB) algebra? For
the bosonic Galilean string, the PBs of the canonical variables may be read off from
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the phase-space action (1.3) and these may be used to compute the PB algebra of the
Galilean Noether charges. The non-zero PBs are summarized by the PB relations
{w · J, w˜ · JPB}PB = w× w˜ · J , (3.7)
which confirms that J span the SU(2) algebra of space rotations,
{P,w · J} = w ×P , {B,w · J} = w ×B , (3.8)
which confirms that P and B are 3-vectors, and
{H,v ·B}PB = v ·P , (3.9)
which confirms that B is a generator for Galilean boosts. As stated in the introduction,
the algebra is strictly the Galilei algebra, and not the Bargmann algebra, because the
PB of P with B is zero.
Things are not so simple for the Galilean superstring because, as already mentioned,
the PB relations of the anticommuting variables cannot be read off from the action
(1.3) because this action is not strictly in canonical form, and the strictly-Hamiltonian
alternative action (2.19) involves mixed first-class and second-class constraints that
cannot be separated with breaking rotational invariance. We will deal with this problem
shortly by gauge fixing. However, there is a quick way to determine the PB algebra of
Noether charges, as we now explain.
First, the algebra of the Galilean Noether charges is the same as it is for the
bosonic Galilean string; this is because the new anticommuting variables contribute
only to the rotation generator J, and its PB relations are simply statements of the
SU(2) representations of the various generators. In particular, we should expect that
{Q,w · J}PB = −
1
2
w · Γγ∗Q . (3.10)
The only non-obvious PB relation is that of Q with itself, which we now discuss.
As we saw earlier, the commutator of two Galilean supersymmetry transformations
yields a space translation. This would lead us to expect the supersymmetry Noether
charges to have a Poisson bracket relation such that
{ǫ¯Q, η¯Q}PB = i(ǫ¯Γη) ·P , (3.11)
where ǫ and η are two constant anticommuting spinors. This is indeed the case for the
action constructed from the Galilean string action by the replacement of dx by pi, but
the inclusion of the WZ term leads to a modification of the supersymmetry algebra,
just as it does for the GS superstring [13]. This is because the WZ Lagrangian is not
strictly invariant under supersymmetry:
δǫ
[∮
dσLWZ
]
= T∂τ
∮
dσ {t′ǫ¯Γ0θ} . (3.12)
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The variation of the integrand on the right hand side, with respect to a second su-
persymmetry transformation with parameter η, yields a modification of the Noether
charge PB algebra, which is now such that
{ǫ¯Q, η¯Q}PB = iǫ¯ [Γ ·P+ nTΓ0] η , (3.13)
where n is the winding number of the string on the t-circle. Thus, the product nT
appears as a central charge in the Galilean supersymmetry algebra.
Before turning to the issue of gauge-fixing, we remark that the Galilean supersym-
metry superalgebra spanned by {H,P,G,J;Q} is a sub-superalgebra of the infinite
dimensional subalgebra of orthosymplectic diffeomorphisms of the phase superspace.
We have not made any attempt to characterize this full symmety algebra more explic-
itly, e.g. along the lines of [7] for the Galilean string, because it will not play a role in
this paper.
4 Gauge-fixing
Taking into account the worldsheet reparametrization invariance, we have the following
gauge transformations: for the canonical variables
δx = αp+ βx′ − iθ¯Γ∆κ , δt = βt′ , δθ = βθ′ +∆κ ,
δp = (βp)′ , δε =
[
T 2αt′ + βε+ iT θ¯Γ0∆κ
]′
, (4.1)
and for the Lagrange multipliers
δλ = α˙+ µ′α− µα′ + λ′β − λβ ′ − 4iκ¯Dθ ,
δµ = β˙ + µ′β − µβ ′ . (4.2)
We may fix these gauge invariances (for n = 1) by imposing the conditions
t = σ , x3 = τ , Γ3θ = θ . (4.3)
This generalizes the gauge-fixing conditions (1.12) except that, for simplicity of
presentation, we have chosen n = (0, 0, 1). A gauge transformation will preserve these
conditions if
β = 0 , p3α = −iθ¯∆κ , (1− Γ3)∆κ = 0 , (4.4)
where we now have
∆ = Γ · p+ TΓ0 . (4.5)
Notice that Γ3θ = θ ⇒ θ¯Γ3 = −θ¯, and hence
Γ3θ = θ ⇒ θ¯ =
1
2
θ¯(1− Γ3) , (4.6)
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from which it follows that θ¯∆κ = 0, given the restriction on κ. In addition, we can
solve the restriction on κ for κ− in terms of κ+, where κ± are the projections of κ onto
the ± eigenspaces of Γ3:
Γ3κ± = ±κ± . (4.7)
The upshot is that (4.4) is equivalent to
β = 0 , p3α = 0 , p3κ− = ∆⊥κ+ , (4.8)
where
∆⊥ ≡ p⊥ · Γ⊥ + TΓ0 . (4.9)
If we assume that p3 6= 0 then the gauge-fixing conditions (4.3) fix all gauge invariances
except those associated to κ+, but we shall see later that this residual gauge invariance
acts trivially.
Notice that the gauge-fixing condition on θ can be written as
θ− = 0 , (4.10)
where θ± are the projections of θ onto the ± eigenspaces of Γ3. In this notation, the
gauge-fixed phase-space action for the Galilean superstring is
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙⊥ · p⊥ + iθ¯+∆⊥θ˙+ − T
√
1− T−2|p⊥|2
}
, (4.11)
which generalizes (1.13). Although this action does not involve σ-derivatives of the
physical phase-space variables, these do appear in the Noether charge H , which now
has a contribution from the anticommuting variables:
H =
∮
dσ
{
x′⊥ · p⊥ + iθ¯+∆θ
′
+
}
. (4.12)
4.1 Gauge-fixed supersymmetry
To get the supersymmetry transformations of the gauge-fixed action we have to add a
compensating κ-symmetry transformation to maintain the gauge. This compensating
κ-transformation is determined by the requirement that
0 = δǫθ− = ǫ− +
1
2
(1− Γ3)∆κ
= ǫ− − p3κ− +∆⊥κ+ , (4.13)
which implies that
p3κ−(ǫ) = ǫ− +∆⊥κ+ . (4.14)
We also need a compensating α-transformation to maintain the gauge x3 = τ ; this is
determined by the requirement that
0 = iθ¯Γ3ǫ− iθ¯Γ3∆κ(ǫ) + α(ǫ)p3 , (4.15)
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which tells us (given θ = θ+) that
p3α = iθ¯ǫ− + ip3θ¯κ− − iθ¯∆⊥κ+ = 2iθ¯ǫ− . (4.16)
In summary, the compensating gauge transformations that are required for a su-
persymmetry transform to preserve the gauge conditions have parameters1
α(ǫ) =
2
p3
iθ¯ǫ− , κ−(ǫ) =
1
p3
(ǫ− +∆⊥κ+) . (4.17)
This result suffices for the determination of the supersymmetry transformations of the
gauge-fixed theory. There is no α-transformation of θ, so its gauge-fixed supersymmetry
transformation is
δǫθ = ǫ+∆κ(ǫ) = ǫ+ + ǫ− +∆κ+ +∆κ−(ǫ)
= ǫ+ +
1
p3
∆⊥ǫ− . (4.18)
There is both an α-transformation and a κ-transformation of x⊥, so its gauge-fixed
supersymmetry transformation is
δǫx⊥ = iθ¯Γ⊥
[
ǫ+ −
1
p3
∆⊥ǫ−
]
+ 2
p⊥
p3
iθ¯ǫ−
= iθ¯Γ⊥ǫ+ −
i
p3
θ¯ [Γ⊥∆⊥ − 2p⊥] ǫ− . (4.19)
Finally, we need to consider p⊥ as this is a canonical variable in the gauge-fixed action.
As p⊥ is initially ǫ-inert, and also α-inert and κ-inert, its gauge-fixed supersymmetry
transformation is zero. Notice that the undetermined κ+ parameter has dropped out
of these end results for the gauge-fixed supersymetry transformations, which should
leave invariant the gauge-fixed action (4.11).
Let’s first consider the ǫ+ case:
δθ+ = ǫ+ , δx⊥ = iθ¯+Γ⊥ǫ+ . (4.20)
This is indeed a symmetry of the gauge-fixed action, and the corresponding Noether
charge is
Q− =
∮
dσ∆⊥θ+ . (4.21)
Next is the ǫ− case:
δθ+ =
1
p3
∆⊥ǫ− , δx⊥ = −
i
p3
θ¯ [Γ⊥∆⊥ − 2p⊥] ǫ− . (4.22)
1This is a special case of a general result for the compensating gauge transformation parameters
required for an arbitrary linear combination of super-Galilean transformations to preserve the gauge
conditions; in this general case they may depend on all super-Galilean parameters.
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To verifify that this is also a symmetry of the gauge-fixed action requires a longer
calculation but the result is that it is a symmetry, with corresponding Noether charge
Q+ =
∮
dσ p3θ+ . (4.23)
Using the fact that θ+ = Γ3θ+, we find that
Q+ +Q− =
∮
dσ∆θ+ . (4.24)
This is the supersymmetry Noether charge of (3.6) that we deduced previously, but
now for gauge choice (4.3). Of course, this had to be so because Noether charges are
gauge invariant. Notice that (3.13) can be rewritten (for n = 1) as
{ǫ¯Q, η¯Q}PB = iǫ¯
[∮
dσ∆(σ)
]
η . (4.25)
An immediate corollary is that solutions of the Galilean superstring equations of motion
for which the equation ∆(σ)ǫ = 0 admits non-zero solutions for constant ǫ are invariant
under some fraction (in fact half) of the four supersymmetries generated by the four-
component spinor charge Q. We shall confirm these conclusions shortly.
4.2 The unitarity bound
At this point it is convenient to choose the 4D Dirac matrices to be of the form
Γ0 =
(
0 γ0
γ0 0
)
, Γ⊥ =
(
0 γ
γ 0
)
, Γ3 =
(
I2 0
0 −I2
)
, (4.26)
where (γ0,γ) are a set of real 3D Dirac matrices, which we may assume to be such that
γ012 = 1. For this choice we have
θ+ =
(
ϑ
0
)
, (4.27)
where ϑ is a two-component spinor, nominally of the 3D Lorentz group Sl(2;R) al-
though this has been broken to SO(2) by the Galilean limit. In this notation, the
action (4.11) becomes
S =
∫
dτ
∮
dσ
{
x˙⊥ · p⊥ + iϑ¯δ⊥ϑ˙− T
√
1− T−2|p⊥|2
}
, (4.28)
where ϑ¯ = ϑTγ0, and the expression (4.12) for H becomes
H =
∮
dσ
{
x′⊥ · p⊥ + iϑ¯δ⊥θ
′
}
. (4.29)
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The matrix γ0δ⊥ is invertible and hence we may now read off the canonical Poisson
brackets from the action (4.28). Let xi and pi be the components of x⊥ and p⊥, re-
spectively, and let {ϑα;α = 1, 2} be the components of ϑ. Then the non-zero canonical
PB relations are
{
xi(σ), pj(σ
′)
}
PB
= δij δ(σ − σ
′) ,
{
ϑα(σ), ϑβ(σ′)
}
PB
= −i
(δ⊥γ
0)αβ
T 2 − |p⊥|2
δ(σ − σ′) . (4.30)
We are now in a position to compute the PB relations of the supersymmetry charges.
First, we observe that
Q =
(
q+
q−
)
, (4.31)
where the two-component supersymmetry charges are
q+ =
∮
dσ p3ϑ , q− =
∮
dσ δ⊥ϑ . (4.32)
Using the canonical PB relations we find that
{
qα+, q
β
−
}
PB
= −i
(
γ0
)αβ
P3{
qα±, q
β
±
}
PB
= −i
(
γγ0
)αβ
P⊥ − iδ
αβnT , (4.33)
where n is the string winding number. For n = 1 this is equivalent to the PB relation
{Q,Q}PB = −i
∮
dσ∆(σ)Γ0 , (4.34)
which can be written in the form (3.13) that we deduced previously.
Using the Poisson bracket to (anti)commutator prescription to pass over to the
quantum theory, and choosing a representation of the canonical commutation relations
for which pˆ is diagonal with eigenvalues p, we arrive at the following anticommutation
relation for quantum operator Qˆ replacing the spinorial Noether charge Q:
{
Qˆ, Qˆ
}
=
∮
dσ∆(σ)Γ0 =
(
ΓΓ0
)
·P+ T I4 . (4.35)
Assuming that Qˆ is hermitian, and that the Hilbert space has no states of negative
norm, we deduce that the matrix (ΓΓ0) ·P +T I4 is non-negative. It is easily seen (e.g.
by choosing a direction for P) that this implies the (unitarity) bound
|P|2 ≤ T 2 . (4.36)
This is precisely the classical bound (1.11) that we deduced in the introduction from
the time-reparametrization constraint!
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5 Supersymmetry preservation
The general infinitesimal transformation of θ that is gauge-equivalent to a supersym-
metry transformation is δθ = ǫ + βθ′ + ∆κ. A bosonic configuration of the Galilean
superstring; i.e. one with θ ≡ 0, is supersymmetric if the equation δθ ≡ 0 allows a
non-zero solution for ǫ when θ ≡ 0; i.e. if the equation
ǫ+∆κ = 0 (5.1)
has a non-zero solution for (constant and uniform) ǫ. If we restrict the configurations
to those that satisfy the phase-space constraints then ∆2 = 0 and hence
ǫ+∆κ = 0 ⇒ ∆ǫ = 0 . (5.2)
This is the condition just deduced from the Galilean supersymmetry algebra. Since
∆2 = 0, a solution for ǫ will exist at any given point on the string worldsheet, but as
we require the BPS condition to hold at all points on the worldsheet, there will not
generically be a solution for constant uniform ǫ.
Given the gauge choice (4.3), the condition ∆ǫ = 0 becomes
∆⊥ǫ± = ±p3ǫ∓ , (5.3)
for either sign since the equation for one sign choice implies the equation for the other
choice. The lower sign equation is precisely the condition for the vanishing of the
expression (4.18) for the gauge-fixed variation of θ.
For the choice of Dirac matrices in (4.26), we have
ǫ+ =
(
ε+
0
)
, ǫ− =
(
0
ε−
)
, (5.4)
where ε± are two-component spinors. We also have
∆⊥ =
(
0 δ⊥
δ⊥ 0
)
, δ⊥ = γ · p⊥ + Tγ0 . (5.5)
Equation (5.3) now reduces to δ⊥ε± = ∓p3ε∓, which tells us that
ǫ =
(
ε+
p−13 δ⊥ε+
)
. (5.6)
This is a constant uniform spinor iff p is constant and uniform, which is a solution of
the equations of motion. We conclude that a supersymmetric bosonic solution of the
equations of motion is a string for which, in the gauge (4.3), the 3-momentum density
is both constant and uniform across the string worldsheet.
Although p⊥ is constant, i.e. time-independent, for any solution of the equations
of motion, it need not be uniform; both its direction and magnitude may vary arbi-
trarily with σ. Supersymmetric solutions are therefore very special solutions, with the
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property that p(σ) = P. We saw in the introduction, for the gauge t′ = 1, that such so-
lutions are precisely those that saturate the bound |P|2 ≤ T 2. Conversely, all solutions
saturating the bound have p = P. We conclude, in agreement with the conclusion
based on the unitarity bound, that supersymmetric solutions are those saturating the
bound |P|2 ≤ T 2.
5.1 Supersymmetric versus non-supersymmetric strings
To better understand the nature of supersymmetric solutions of the Galilean super-
string equations of motion, it is convenient to take a step back from the fully gauge-fixed
action to one for which only the string parametrization has been fixed by imposing the
gauge condition t′ = 1. As we are concerned with bosonic solutions of the equations of
motion it will suffice to return to the Galilean string action action (1.9). Although the
worldsheet time parametrization is still arbitrary in this action, it has the advantage
of manifest rotational invariance. For n = 1, the equations of motion, and constraint,
are
x˙ = λp , p˙ = 0 ; |p|2 = T 2 . (5.7)
We may now fix the time parametrization, and time units, by choosing [7]
Tλ(τ, σ) = 1 → p = T x˙ . (5.8)
For this choice, the generic solution of the equations of motion is a loop of string with
a shape that will evolve in time from some arbitrary initial shape.
Let us define the “centre of mass” by2
X =
∮
dσ x . (5.9)
Integration of the equations (5.7) yields the seemingly conventional point particle equa-
tions
P˙ = 0 , P = T X˙ . (5.10)
As we saw in the introduction, integration of the constraint yields the bound |P|2 ≤
T 2, and this fact is one indication that the centre of mass equations are far from
conventional because the bound must be Galilean invariant. Indeed it is, because the
magnitude of the 3-momentum P is Galilean invariant, in fact super-Galilean invariant.
In particular, it is unchanged by the action of the Galilean boost generated by B
because
{X, a ·P+ v ·B}PB = a+
1
2
v , (5.11)
which shows that a boost merely shifts the centre of mass without changing its mo-
mentum.
2As mentioned in the introduction, the meaning of “energy” is obscure in the Galilean string
context, as is the meaning of “mass”.
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Supersymmetric strings saturate the bound, and for a parametrization such that
t′ = 1 they have the property that p(σ) = P with |P| = T . For a time parametriza-
tion for which λ = T−1, every point on such a string string has the same unit velocity,
|x˙| = 1, so the shape of the string loop is time-independent in this parametrization of the
worldsheet. This is a special feature of Galilean string solutions that are supersymmet-
ric when considered as solutions of the equations of motion of the Galilean superstring3.
Conversely, all Galilean string solutions with this property are supersymmetric.
6 Discussion
There are essentially two “non-relativistic” limits of the Nambu-Goto string. One limit
is a natural generalization of the standard low-velocity limit of a relativistic particle
in which low-velocity applies to directions transverse to the string, while fluctuations
of the string continue to propagate along it at the speed of light. This “field-theory”
limit has been has been investigated at various times in the past two decades.
The other limit has only recently been investigated [7]. It has some very unusual
features, which we hope to have clarified here. The limit is one in which c, the speed
of light, is taken to infinity for fixed potential energy density of the string. Whereas
this fixed quantity equals the string tension T prior to the limit, the resulting Galilean
string has potential energy density T but zero tension.
Our main aim has been to apply this new limit to the Green-Schwarz superstring
and thereby find an action for a Galilean superstring. This turns out to be a rather
simple extension of the Galilean string. Like the GS superstring, it consists of two
terms, one of which is a Wess-Zumino term that leads to a topological charge in the
Galilean supersymmetry algebra, and a corresponding unitarity bound on the energy
density. However, in contrast to the GS case, this topological charge is a central charge
in the Galilean supersymmetry algebra, and the unitarity bound is an upper bound on
the momentum rather than a lower bound on the energy.
In fact, this bound coincides with one that can be deduced directly from the
“bosonic” Galilean string action. The new feature is that bosonic solutions of the
Galilean superstring equations of motion that saturate the bound are supersymmetric,
in the sense that they are invariant under two of the four independent supersymmetry
transformations associated to the four-component spinor Noether charge corresponding
to supersymmetry invariance of the action. We have shown that any supersymmetric
string is a loop of string of fixed shape (in a natural parametrization) for which ev-
ery point moves with constant velocity in the same direction such as to maximise the
momentum.
The fact that supersymmetric Galilean superstrings saturate a unitarity bound im-
3It is also reminiscent of a “supercurve”, which is essentially a string with a transverse wave of
arbitrary profile but which can also be viewed as a string of arbitrary shape for which all points move
in the same direction at the speed of light, although the transverse velocity is subluminal [16].
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plied by the Galilean supersymmetry algebra is reminiscent of the analogous property
of soliton solutions of relativistic supersymmetric field theories; in that case we get a
lower bound on the energy in terms of a topological charge carried by the soliton that
appears as a central charge in the standard supersymmetry algebra [17]. Moreover,
just as this bound can be understood classically as a Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield
(BPS) bound [18,19], we have seen that the unitarity bound of the Galilean supersym-
metry algebra coincides with a bound derivable (albeit by a different method) from the
classical phase-space constraints. However, there are as many differences as similari-
ties. For instance, while it is true that the bound |P|2 ≤ T 2 is saturated by Galilean
string solutions that maximize the “energy” −n · P of the gauge-fixed action (or that
minimize it for T < 0) there are solutions that saturate this bound for any value of
|n · P | ≤ |T |. As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of “energy” for a Galilean
string is obscure, so one might wish to consider defining it to be |P| on the grounds
that the bound |P|2 ≤ T 2 would then be a closer cousin to the BPS bound, but we see
no other reason to prefer this definition.
The possibility of half-supersymmetric solutions of the equations of motion is closely
related, as it is for the GS superstring, to a fermionic gauge invariance, a “κ-symmetry”,
of the Galilean superstring action. As for the GS superstring, this gauge invariance
corresponds, in a strictly-Hamiltonian approach, to first-class fermionic constraints that
are “mixed” with an equal number of second-class fermionic constraints, in a way that
precludes them being separated without breaking symmetries of the action (in contrast
to the “field-theory” non-relativistic limit). As is well known, this feature constitutes
one of the main barriers to a covariant quantization of the GS superstring. The fact
that it survives the Galilean limit suggests that the Galilean superstring could serve
as a useful simplified arena for investigations into the various proposals for covariant
quantization of the GS superstring.
Although these results were found by taking a limit of the Green-Schwarz super-
string for the particular case of minimal supersymmetry in a 4D spacetime, we believe
that they are much more general. We could, of course, repeat all arguments with a
different starting point, e.g. a 10-dimensional spacetime. However, the restriction on
the spacetime dimension arising in the construction of the GS action is a consequence
of a particular Dirac matrix identity that we made no use of in our proof of the su-
persymmetry and κ-symmetry of the Galilean superstring. We therefore expect that
the Galilean superstring can be constructed in any dimension, and probably with any
number of supersymmetries, although we have not attempted to verify this. Even if
this is true, it is unlikely that a similar statement holds for Galilean super p-branes
with p > 1, for a reason that we now briefly discuss.
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6.1 Galilean supermembrane
The Galilean limit of the Dirac-Nambu-Goto p-brane action of tension T was found
in [7]; for arbitrary worldvolume coordinates ξµ = (τ, σi), it can be written as
S = −T
∫
dτ
∫
dpσ
√
(det h)hµν∂µt∂νt , hµν = ∂µx · ∂νx , (6.1)
where hµν is the inverse of the (p + 1)× (p + 1) matrix h with entries hµν . The same
action with
hµν → piµ · piν , piµ = ∂µx+ iθ¯Γ∂µθ , (6.2)
is Galilean supersymmetry invariant, but it is not κ-symmetric and there will be no
supersymmetry-preserving solutions.
Let us consider further the p = 2 case by taking the c→∞ limit of the relativistic
supermembrane [20], again in 4D Minkowski space, for simplicity. This limit will yield
a sum of the p = 2 case of the action (6.1) with a WZ term constructed from the closed
super-Galilean invariant 4-form
ω = dtpi · idθ¯ΓΓ0dθ . (6.3)
This 4-form is not obviously closed since dpi = idθ¯Γdθ, and hence
dω = dt(dθ¯Γdθ) · (dθ¯ΓΓ0dθ) . (6.4)
Not surprisingly, given the construction, this is zero as a consequence of the same Dirac
matrix identities that allows the construction of the supermembrane. For coordinates
Xm and anticommuting Majorana spinor θ, these identities are equivalent to
(dθ¯Γndθ)(dθ¯Γnmdθ) ≡ 0 . (6.5)
The Galilean supermembrane that results from taking the c → ∞ limit depends only
on the time component of this Lorentz-vector identity, and the restrictions it imposes
may therefore be less severe than they are for the relativistic supermembrane (for which
one finds that D = 4, 5, 7, 11). Nevertheless, it seems likely that there will be an upper
bound both on p and the space dimension. It would be interesting to find the Galilean
analog of the “brane scan” found for relativistic super p-branes in [21].
Note added: The relation between the Galilean string and the massless Galilean
particle, both massless Galilean systems, has recently been clarified in [22].
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